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MESIA Was Present at Solar Show MENA 2019

28 February

19 February

MESIA held an event at TESLA show room today on
Thursday 28 February discussing the next generation
of Battery storage in the solar industry.

We also addressed the situation with C&I and
rooftop, the key changes and challenges that we can
expect and anticipate.

CSP is already able to provide up to 8 hours of
storage. But it comes at a high prices. Lithium ion
batteries are improving rapidly and might soon be
able to challenge CSP. Our speakers discussed the
status of the technology and when can we expect it
to reach grid parity.

See all the pictures of the event here.

MESIA Board Member and Communications
Director, Gurmeet Kaur moderated panel
on 19 February: ‘Enabling and cultivating
embedded energy’ as part of the Solar
Show MENA 2019.

Download the presentation ‘Why Have Codes &
Standards for Energy Storage Systems?’ here.

We were very happy to welcome our dear
friends and colleagues, Olivier Baudson,
Managing Director TSK Flagsol Engineering,
Yasser Elshazly, CEO Complete Energy
Solution and Elsheikh Mohamad Alaya,
Executive Board member of AREC (Arab
Renewable Energy Commission).

New Feature on MESIA Website
27 February
Now you can browse our members using different
filters depending on what you are looking for!

operating countries, by category or by membership
type. Try it now here.

You can search by name but also by HQ location, by
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MIDDLE EAST SOLAR NEWS

MENA: Solar Sector set to see $15bn New Projects in Next Five Years
15 February

UAE: HH Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum breaks ground for
MENA’s first solar-powered Green Hydrogen project at Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park
3 February

The solar power market in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) is now worth $20 billion, with projects
valued at $5 billion now up and running, according
to new research.

The 2019 Solar Outlook Report said another $15
billion of projects are set to come online in the region
in next five years. Read more.

During the WFES, theOF
UAE THE
Ministry MONTH
of Energy and
SNAPSHOT
Industry and MESIA signed an important MoU to

enhance their collaboration for the benefit of the
solar community and all MESIA members.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SOLAR – A PROMISING SOLAR
GROWTH PLATFORM IN THE MIDDLE EAST
The Solar Commercial & Industrial (C&I) space is evolving as a new
growth platform for the solar industry in the Middle East, thanks
to initiatives such as Shams Dubai and other regulatory changes
in other countries. MESIA had the opportunity to interview Jeremy
Crane, CEO & Co-Founder of Yellow Door Energy.
Download the Snapshot here.

The project will be implemented in collaboration
between DEWA, Expo 2020 Dubai and Siemens. It
will be built at DEWA’s outdoor testing facilities in
the Research and Development (R&D) Centre at the
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park in
6

Dubai. The move supports a green economy in the
UAE.
Read more.
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MIDDLE EAST SOLAR NEWS

KSA: The Country Looks to China for Solar as Power Politics Shift
5 February

Egypt: KarmSolar Planning 100MW Solar Power Plant in Bahareya
Oasis
9 February
Ahmed Zahran, the company’s CEO, told
Daily News Egypt that the planned solar
plant aims to provide electricity for the
poultry project of Cairo3A, the largest
grain importer in Egypt, built on an area
of 26,000 feddan.
He added that KarmSolar will be
responsible for the production and
distribution of produced energy, noting
that the company seeks to develop the
electricity distribution system in Egypt
within a larger plan to expand in the field
of solar energy distribution.
Read more.

UAE: Abu Dhabi Utility Fires Starting Gun on 2GW Solar Project
13 February
Saudi Arabia is courting China for help with the next
stage of its energy policy, amid predictions that
renewable energy generation will change modern
geopolitics. Two Chinese solar giants unveiled Saudi
manufacturing plans last month. The world’s fourthlargest PV maker, Longi, is planning a $2 billion Saudi

Arabia-based solar panel backsheet production
plant in association with the South Korean firm OCI.
Read more.

Oman: Marubeni (MESIA member) Consortium Signs PPA for 105MW
Solar Project
6 February
A consortium led by Japanese firm Marubeni
Corporation has signed a 23-year power
purchase
agreement
with
Petroleum
Development Oman (PDO) for the 105MW
Amin Solar PV IPP Project.
The consortium also included Oman Oil
Facilities Development Company (OOFDC),
Bahwan Renewable Energy Company, and
Modern Channel Services (MCS).
Read more.
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The Emirates Water and Electricity Company (EWEC)
– (formerly ADWEA– has issued an expression of
interest for the development and construction of a
2 GW solar project at Adhafra, 50 km east of Abu

Dhabi. Interested developers have until March 5 to
prequalify for the project.
Read more.
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UPCOMING MIDDLE EAST INDUSTRY EVENTS

Morocco: One of the World’s Most Ambitious Energy Target
17 February

The goal is to increase the share of renewable sources
to 42% of its energy mix by 2020. Morocco hosts
the largest solar park in the world; Noor-Ouarzazate
complex produces enough electricity to power a city
of the size of Prague, or twice as much as Marrakech.

The complex produces 580 megawatts, saving the
planet from over 760,000 tons of carbon emissions.
Read more.

Middle East Electricity 2019
5 - 7 March 2019
DWTC, Dubai, UAE

In 2019 Middle East Electricity continues to energise
the industry by uniting the global power community.
The world’s leading power event brings together
leading manufacturers, global experts, governments,
procurement, project managers and contractors to
drive cost-effectiveness and efficiency and move
projects forward.

competitive prices from 1,600 companies, niche
solutions providers and fresh-thinking startups

Source progressive power solutions at the most

Register here.

Learn about the smart technologies revolutionising
power generation, distribution and storage. Attend
case-study-led sessions to keep you up to date with
the latest trends and power projects.

Solar Pakistan 2019
15 - 17 March 2019
Expo Centre Lahore, Pakistan

Jordan: Philadelphia Solar Completes Solar-Plus-Storage Plant
19 February
PV manufacturer and EPC Philadelphia Solar
says it has achieved commercial operation of
an expansion phase to one of the first solar
projects built in the MENA region where
energy storage has been added.
The company said that the energy storage
system, which is in Jordan with 23MWp output
and 12.6MWh storage capacity, achieved its
commercial operation date.
Read more.
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As the world’s renewable energy industry continues
to rapidly grow, we are pleased to announce that
the 8th edition of SOLAR PAKISTAN will take place
from 15 – 17 March 2019 at Lahore Expo Centre.
The exhibition will attract key industry leaders,

governments, manufacturers, suppliers, traders,
contractors and partners from across the globe.
Register here.
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UPCOMING MIDDLE EAST INDUSTRY EVENTS
How Will Artificial Intelligence Bring Solar To The Next Level
21 March 2019
Nassima Royal Hotel, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

AN EYE ON AFRICA
The Solar Show Africa 2019

26-27 March 2019
Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg, South Africa

These days, the hot topic is Artificial
Intelligence. But how AI can be integrated
with solar power? It plays an important role
in modelling of solar radiation, analysis, and
prediction of the performance and control of
the solar photovoltaic (PV) systems. How does
this all work and what will be the impact on
performances and prices. How will AI bring the
solar energy to the next level and how it should
also transform the traditional jobs that we use
to see in the solar industry.
Register here.

CPV-15: The 15Th International Conference On Concentrator
Photovoltaics
25-27March 2019
Fes, Morocco

The
15thInternational
Conference
on
Concentrator Photovoltaics (CPV-15) is the
premier technical conference in the areas of
high- and low-concentration PV components,
modules, and tracker-based PV systems.
The conference brings together students,
academics, technologists, and financiers to
engage in discussion of state-of-the-art CPV
components, trackers, and installations.

The Solar Show Africa is Africa’s largest and longest
running power and electricity show. For 22 years
we have helped shape the regional energy market
through sharing knowledge, educating the market
and facilitating influential meetings.

The Solar Show Africa continues to provide the
meeting place for buyers, sellers and their partners
to do the deals that drive Africa’s energy sector.
Register here.

Africa Energy Forum: Off the Grid and the Regional Energy
Cooperation Summit – East
27-29 March 2019
Addis Ababa

Register here.

Mena New Energy Update 2019
26-27 March 2019
Le Meridien Dubai Hotel - Airport Road, Dubai

With growing domestic energy demand,
regional environmental targets and cost
competitive technologies driving a clean
energy transition across MENA, this is a vital
time for the renewable energy industry to
secure partnerships and develop frameworks
for the complete project life cycle.
Register here.
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The meeting will unite regional governments from
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Ethiopia,
leading utility and regulatory companies from the
region as well as international financiers, donor
organisations, power developers to focus on what
is needed to unlock investment in energy and
infrastructure for regional growth and development.
Co-locating with the 3rd Off the Grid Summit,

the meeting’s agenda will provide networking
opportunities and open discussions exploring
practical solutions geared at increasing investor
appetite in East Africa.
Register here.
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Enerwhere (MESIA Member) and Etihad Esco Install Middle East’s
Largest Solar Rooftop Plant

5 Financial Institutions to Invest in UAE Solar Power Developer
16 February

12 February

UAE’s Series A shares of Yellow Door
Energy is set to receive investments
valued at USD65 million from 5
investors: IFC, Mitsui, Equinor,
APICORP and Adenium and will be
used to expand distributed solar
and energy efficiency solutions into
new markets, enabling long-term
sustainable growth
Read more.

The largest solar rooftop installation in the Middle East
is on the verge of completion. This commendable
feat of engineering ingenuity was commissioned
by Etihad Esco and is being fulfilled by the DEWAcertified PV solar contractor Enerwhere. Upon

finalization of the second phase later this year, the
plant will have a total capacity of 18,100 kWp, making
it the second largest solar rooftop in the world.
Read more.

Ingeteam (MESIA Member) Closes 2018 with a Total Supply of 3.85
GW in PV Inverters

JinkoSolar Officially Opens its First PV Module Assembly Plant in US
28 February

13 February

In 2018, the key markets in which the company has
grown its solar business are the Middle East region,
Mexico, Australia, Spain, North Africa and France.
However, the products sold last year, all of which
were designed and manufactured at the company’s
20

facilities in northern Spain, were supplied to more
than twenty countries in all five continents.
Read more.

‘Solar Module Super League’ (SMSL) leader JinkoSolar
has officially held the opening ceremony for its new
state-of-the-art solar panel manufacturing facility
at 4660 POW-MIA Memorial Parkway, Jacksonville,
Florida.

ramping up. Once fully operational, the $50 million
facility will employ more than 200 workers and
manufacture 400 megawatts of high powered 60cell and 72-cell monocrystalline PERC modules
annually.

Pilot production at the manufacturing facility began
in November 2018 and has since been steadily

Read more.
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WHO’S WHO

Click here

Marco Garcia

Co-founder and Chief Commercial Officer
NEXTracker

What is your role at NEXTracker and how would
you describe your job?
I am a co-founder and the Chief Commercial Officer
at NEXTracker, a PV and storage solutions provider,
based in the U.S. As head of global sales, we operate
in two dozen countries and have delivered on 17
gigawatts of ground mount solar tracking projects.
We couldn’t be more thrilled to be bringing worldclass, high quality, smart PV tracking systems to the
region. From Jordan to Saudi Arabia, there is no
reason the MENA market shouldn’t be thriving as a
key solar region and innovation hub for renewables.
How did you start your journey in the solar industry?
This year marks my 17th year in solar, I can’t believe
it. It began when I met Dan Shugar at PowerLight.
I was selling rooftop and small ground mount
projects back in 2002. I was fortunate to help design
the first 1MW project with single-axis trackers solar
in California. We proved we could boost energy
production by 20 to 25 per cent! After this project,
Germany followed with a 10 megawatt in 2004,
then 200 megawatts in Spain in 2006-2008, and so
on. We improved the design from PowerLight and
Sunpower and reimagined the tracker with unlinked
rows and a self-powered array.
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Most memorable moment in Solar?
So many memorable moments. I’m most proud of
our ramp up for delivery and scale at NEXTracker. It
was in Chile on a 72 megawatt project in the Atacama
desert. We recently launched NEXTracker and
convinced the customer we could deliver on large
scale project. Fortified with customer confidence, it
led to global credibility to scale for utility projects
based on affordable costs and advanced technology.
I’m quite excited about MENA’s growth in the sector
– finally! I have to mention that I was working in Dubai
back in 2007 with Suntech. We sparked interest by
Sheikh Mohammed to implement the falcon shaped
Meydan Racecourse. Encased in solar panels, with a
falcon theme, it was magnificent! (see here)

Click here

Click here
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NEW MEMBERS

PARTNER MEMBER

ENERRAY

PARTNER MEMBER
enerray.com
Founded in 2007, Enerray is a solar power company
leader in the design, construction and management
of medium and large photovoltaic systems, both
for third-party systems and proprietary systems.
They offer turnkey solutions for solar photovoltaic
systems, located on roofs, canopies, green houses

and on the ground, serving as a reliable partner able
to guarantee the top performance and functionality
for their systems, with the support of their Operation
& Maintenance Service.

CORPORATE MEMBER
CONTACT US
If you have a question or would like to speak to us about a project, please contact the
relevant board member below. For urgent queries please contact micheline@mesia.com
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman					
President					
Vice-President				
Secretary General 			
Marketing Director 			
Legal Director				
International Development Director

POWER SOLUTION INDUSTRIES
(PSI)
CORPORATE MEMBER
powersolutionme.com

Power Solution Industries (PSI) is one of the
leading and the only BSI KITEMARK certified
Cable Management & Cable Support Systems
manufacturing company across the Middle East
producing in Riyadh in Saudi Arabia, Ajman in the
UAE. PSI has also serves with TUV Nord Europe
certified full range of Solar Photovoltaic Mounting
Structures, which have been designed to suit
the local environment & would support all the
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installations ranging from Ground Mounted to any
type of Roof Top Mounted installations. The PSI
Mounting Structures are produced to Euro Codes 1,
3, 8, 9 & are in compliance to local regulations. PSI
Solar Engineering team can design & customize the
mounting systems depending on the site location
and provides complete technical support & guidance
through all phases of installations.

Abdul Aziz Al Midfa
Ahmed Nada 		
James Stewart 		
Wim Alen 			
Gurmeet Kaur 		
Derek Kirton 		
Karel De Winter		

chairman@mesia.com
ahmed@mesia.com
james@mesia.com
wim@mesia.com
gurmeet@mesia.com
derek@mesia.com
karel@mesia.com

EXECUTIVE TEAM
Event Director 				
Membership Manager 			

Micheline Thienpont
Karine Metivier 		

micheline@mesia.com
karine@mesia.com

mesia.com

